WOOD'S POWR-GRIP® QUADRA-TILT 360 (8 PADS)
MTA8LP6FAC

Holes and defects in the load can easily be avoided by
repositioning the vacuum pads on this Powr-Grip® vacuum lifter
with our innovative Quadra-Tilt linkage.

360 lbs [165 kg]

The Quadra-Tilt Lifters feature an innovative four-bar tilt mechanism that significantly reduces the effort of tilting
loads between flat and upright positions. This tilt mechanism also reduces hazards associated with lifting loads
from upright racks: When a load is tilted to either the upright or the flat position, the lifter maintains the load position
automatically without using latches, eliminating the tendency for a load to “kick back” at the operator’s knees.
The MTA8LP6FAC also features sliding adjustable pads (illustrated below) that accommodate a variety of load
sizes and shapes. Holes or defects in the load surface are easily avoided because vacuum pads can attach at
any number of locations on the load.

360 lbs [165 kg]

Maximum Load Capacity
Load Movement
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Standard Features

Vacuum gauge
Vacuum line filter
Sliding adjustable pad mounts
Spring-mounted pads
Twist-lock electrical plug
Multiple handles for easy load positioning
Blow-off for quick release

Available Options

Vacuum loss warning buzzer (93780AM)
Individual pad shutoffs (93011)
2" [5 cm] pad spacers (97461)
Voltage adaptation (special order)
Alternative frame dimensions and capacities
120 volts AC, 60 hertz, 3 amps

Standard Operating Power (240 volts AC, 50/60 hertz, 2 amps also available)
DC power system (MTA8LP6FDCS)

Alternative Power Systems Air (venturi) power system (MTA8LP6FAIR)

(Specifications may not be as listed above. Please contact us for
more information.)

Adjustable Pad Spread
Number / Size of Pads
Lifter Weight
Apply
Release

Wood's Powr-Grip products are sold
through authorized dealers.
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Assisted manual tilt, 90° between upright and flat

Design Standards

Length: Min: 38" [962 mm], Max: 100¾" [2556 mm]
Width: Min: 18¼" [464 mm], Max: 29" [737 mm]
8 / 6" [15 cm] diameter
125 lbs [57 kg]
2 seconds (approximately)
2 seconds (approximately)
ASME B30.20 (BTH-1 Design Category "B", Service Class "0")
(See www.WPG.com for more information.)

Based on product information at time of publication. Environmental conditions can affect product performance and longevity;
consult the product instructions on WPG.com or contact a Technical Sales Representative for more information.

